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MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONSIN THE ORDERED STATE OF THEFERROMAGNETIC SUPERCONDUCTOR UGe2�R. Tro¢W. Trzebiatowski Institute of Low Temperature and Struture ResearhPolish Aademy of SienesP.O.Box 1410, 50-950 Wroªaw, Poland(Reeived July 10, 2002)A single rystal of the orthorhombi UGe2 has been studied by magneti(up to 5 T) and magnetotransport (up to 8 T) measurements. It was foundthat at low �elds there exists a domain struture whih is reonstruted toa monodomain one in �elds higher than 0.1 T. The eletrial resistivity hasappeared to be highly anisotropi with �b � � > �a. For all three rys-tallographi diretions the Fermi liquid equation is followed below about8 K. Also the transverse magnetoresistivity (TMR) is anisotropi. At lowtemperatures the TMR for all three prinipal diretions of the unit ellis positive and the values at 4.2 K and 8 T are in the following propor-tions 1:4:2 for TMR measured along the a-, b- and -axes, respetively. Attemperatures above about 15 (b-axis) and 25 K (a- and -axes) the TMRbeomes negative with a distint minimum at TC for the latter two di-retions. However, the most spetaular behaviour is observed when jjjband Bjja. The TMR goes through very broad negative minimum ahievingas high value as �40% at T=27 K, thus lose to so-alled harateristitemperature T � (= 30 K), that is established from the maximum in thetemperature derivative of the resistivity. So far the e�et in TMR an beonsidered as the most distint manifestation of the existene of magneti�utuations in UGe2 taking plae at temperatures at around 1/2TC, with-out traes of a similar manifestation at TC. The observed giant e�et inmagnetoresistivity an support the idea of the proximity of the system to atransition into the oupled CDW/SDW type ordering whih probably takesplae when applying pressure.PACS numbers: 72.15.Gd, 75.60.�d, 75.30.Cr , 71.45.Le� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(407)



408 R. Tro¢1. IntrodutionIn reent years, superondutivity (SC) under pressure has been observedin some antiferromagnets, like CePd2Si2, CeIn3 and others. For suh a aseof unonventional SC arising in these and other heavy fermion ompounds,the harge arriers are laimed to be oupled in pairs by magneti intera-tions [1℄. This means that magneti �utuations replae vibrations in theformation of Cooper pairs. Furthermore, it was shown that suh type ofpairing is most robust in quasi two-dimensional (2D) systems [2℄.The reent disovery of SC in the UGe2 ferromagnet (TC=53 K) underpressure [3℄ was quite surprising, beause the huge inner moleular �eldhere (Hhf � 240(10) T at 5.3 K [4℄) is not anelled out, like in the ase ofantiferromagnets mentioned above. Under suh a strong internal �eld it islaimed that only the nonunitary triplet state an survive [5℄.The most important di�erene with respet to the above antiferromag-nets is that the SC in UGe2 is enlosed into the ferromagneti phase and dis-appears together with the ferromagnetism at the ritial pressure pC=16 kbar,where TC=0 K, i.e. at the quantum ritial point (QCP) [3℄. Although thepossibility of a p-wave oupling has been predited in itinerant ferromag-nets [6, 7℄ some time ago, the appearane of SC was rather assoiated withthe QCP. The absene of SC also in the paramagneti phase of UGe2, i.e.for p > pC is related to the �rst order transition taking plae at pC [8℄.It is ommonly established, that the most important feature in reationof SC in UGe2, mediated by magneti �utuations, is just onneted withthe observation of a broad anomaly in the temperature derivative of theresistivity having a maximum at so-alled harateristi temperature T ��rst reported by Oomi et al. [9, 10℄ This temperature taken at ambientpressure is about 30 K and reahes zero at p�C=12 kbar, where T � vanishesand TSC beomes the highest (0.8 K) [3, 8℄. At the same time TC=32 Kand �s=1 �B. This transition into suh unonventional SC in the preseneof ferromagnetism appears to be of seond order in ontrast to that in pCand though there is no experimental proof, the new mehanism driving thesystem into this kind of SC has reently been disussed [3,8℄ and onsideredtheoretially [11, 12℄ on the basis of the appearane of oupled CDW�SDWritial �utuations at T �(p) phase boundary. Until now the nature of thisharateristi temperature has not been well reognized and therefore it hasbeome a matter of intensive debates in the literature.In our previous publiation [13℄ we have pointed out that the peak in thed�(T )/dT urve observed at 30 K at ambient pressure re�ets the fat thatthe �(T ) dependene goes through an in�etion point at Ti (= 30 K). Suh apoint in the ase of the non-magnetially ordered spin �utuators, like UAl2and UPt3 [14℄ is assoiated with the spin-�utuation temperature Tsf . A



Magneti Flutuations in the Ordered State of. . . 409similar standpoint has been also presented in Ref. [15℄. Aordingly, there isalso laimed that the anomaly at Ti should be rather related to a rossoverboundary than to a phase transition at ambient pressure. However, at higherpressures, but below p�C, a distint hange of a slope in the temperaturedependene of the resistivity, apart from that at TC [8,16℄ or even a jump inthe magnetization [17,18℄ takes plae, both of whih may signal the existeneof a real transition boundary, e.g. into the CDW/SDW mode within theferromagneti state [12℄.UGe2 rystallizes in the orthorhombi struture of Cmmm spae group(ZrGa2-type) with large b=a and b= ratios of 3.76 and 3.68, respetively. Inthis struture the uranium atoms are arranged in zigzag hains with shortestU�U distane of 0.382 nm, that run along the [100℄ diretion [19,20℄. Thesehains are separated out by the Ge atoms (the oordination number is 10)loated in the ab and a planes.The magnetization [21,22℄ and neutron di�ration [8,20,23℄ experimentsmade on UGe2 have revealed the Ising type anisotropy in this ompoundwith the magneti moments amounting to 1.4 �B arranged ollinearly to theshortest axis a.The de Haas�van Alphen (dHvA) experiment indiated that the mainFermi surfae (FS) is ylindrial with an axis along the b-axis [24�26℄.For suh a pseudo- 2D-topology of the FS one an thus expet an e�etof the nesting in the majority-spin band, i.e. favoring the ourrene ofCDW/SDW modes, whih leads to an opening a gap in some part of theFS [11, 12, 25℄.In order to address the question of the presene of ferromagneti �utua-tions assoiated for example with the formation of the CDW�SDW modes atT � (p=0) we have studied here the �eld and temperature dependent trans-verse magnetoresistivity (TMR), de�ned as ��=� = [�(B)� �(0)℄=�(0).Previously the transverse magnetoresistivity was measured for a UGe2single rystal along three prinipal diretions by Onuki et al. [27℄ up toB=15 T but only at 0.5 K. They found positive TMR with a B1:6 dependenefor the urrent j along the  and b axes and its saturation along the a-axis.From the dHvA experiment they deteted arriers with heavy ylotronmasses up to 24.5 �0. The large ylotron masses observed in this ompoundwere onsidered by these authors as being aused by spin �utuations.We �rst measured MR for a polyrystalline sample of UGe2 but in thewide temperature range 4.2�70 K in �elds up to 8 T [13℄. However at highertemperatures the MR beomes gradually negative as for a normal ferromag-net, reahing a maximum in the ��=� value as high as �27% at 26 K and8 T. Thus this giant anomaly ours at the temperature rather lose thanexat at T �, while the MR at TC was found to be almost zero. It appearsthat this kind of behaviour is ompletely strange for a normal ferromag-



410 R. Tro¢net. Usually for suh a material below TC, the eletron sattering graduallydiminishes with no further ontribution to the total MR at temperatureslose to 0 K due to the uniform aligning of magneti moments along onediretion [28℄. Therefore it seems that the real magneti properties of UGe2have not been so far ompletely reognized in view of giant eletron sat-terings observed well below TC. Thus, this marked MR e�et ourring atT=26 K, i.e. only slightly lower than Ti, strongly indiates that the oupledspin and harge �utuations predited by Watanabe and Miyake [12℄ anreally develop even deep within the ferromagneti phase and in onsequenethey may play an essential role in the mehanism of SC formation in UGe2under pressure. This temperature, now alled the spin-�utuation tempera-ture Tsf , seems to be slightly lower than Ti (� T �), also indiated in earlierstudies of thermal expansion of single rystalline UGe2 [9℄, where anoma-lies in the thermal expansion oe�ient our rather around T=25 K thanright at Ti. It should be also mentioned that the authors of Ref. [12℄ havepointed out that the onset of a CDW ordering in the majority-spin band isonneted with the observed anomalously large lattie ontribution to theheat apaity at ambient pressure with a broad maximum also just aroundT=25 K.In this paper some detailed studies have been made on a UGe2 singlerystal, whih allow one to demonstrate the presene of a strong anisotropyin the transverse MR in this ompound and on�rm the ourrene of agiant e�et in the magnetoresistivity at T � TC/2.2. ExperimentThe obtained single rystals by Czohralski method were heked byX-ray and eletron miroprobe analyses. Both give evidene of single phaseharater of the material used for further measurements. The lattie pa-rameters were: a=0.4018(1) nm, b=1.5083(3) nm and =0.4098(1) nm. Formagneti and eletrial measurements a larger irregular rystal was ut intonearly retangular parallelepipeds having the longest axis along a given di-retion of measurements. Typial sample dimensions of 0.5�0.5�4 mm3were used for the eletrial measurements. The eletrial resistivity mea-surements were done by using a standard DC-four probe method with anauray of better than 10�6. Eletrial ontat to the sample was madeby In-soldering (urrent) and spark attahing (voltage). MR was measuredin �elds up to 8 T. Three di�erent samples were studied depending on thekind of measurements. We report in this work the results obtained on oneof our samples, though the data were veri�ed on three di�erent samples.Magnetization measurements were made by a SQUID magnetometer from1.7 to 300 K in magneti �elds up to 5 T.



Magneti Flutuations in the Ordered State of. . . 4113. Results and disussionThe magnetization of UGe2 measured for three prinipal rystallographidiretions were done many years ago [21, 22℄ and our results on�rm om-pletely the existing data at 4.2 K. In addition, the magnetization measure-ments on the UGe2 rystal oriented along the easy a axis were made for the�rst time in the wide ranges of temperatures and applied magneti �elds.Fig. 1(a) shows the results obtained for the magneti �elds up to 5 T and fora number of �xed temperatures from 1.7 to 80 K, while Fig. 1(b) displaysthe results obtained at temperatures up to slightly above the Curie temper-ature (TC) and at �xed magneti �elds (B) between 0.005 to 1 T. From these�gures it is lear that the magnetization beomes linear in applied magneti�elds at temperatures higher than about 30 K above TC and shows very dis-tint anisotropy in zero-�eld ooling runs performed for several �xed �elds.It gives some idea about the existene of some short range magneti orderabove TC on the one hand and a domain e�et on the other. Hene, one seesthat the monodomain behaviour an be ahieved in applied �elds as high asabout 1 T.

Fig. 1. Magnetization as a funtion of (a) applied magneti �eld and (b) tempera-ture, both measured along the easy axis a.Fig. 2 displays the eletrial resistivity of UGe2 against temperaturewith the urrent j along the a-, b- and -axes. The residual resistivity ra-tios (RRR) appear to be almost one order of magnitude higher than thosereported in the literature, for example for the samples used in studies ofthe dHvA e�et (see e.g. Ref. 24). As in the earlier works [22℄, the resistiv-
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Fig. 2. Eletrial resistivity as a funtion of temperature measured along the threemain rystallographi axes : a, b and . The inset shows the temperature derivativeof the resistivity as a funtion of temperature for these three axes.ity below TC shows steep derease due to vanishing spin-disorder satteringwith dereasing temperature. In all the ases the �(T ) urve goes throughan in�etion point Ti as also shown in the inset of Fig. 2 in the form of amaximum in the temperature derivative of the resistivity. However, if forthe a- and - diretions this derivative shows very sharp peaks at TC, whilethat for the b-axis it is rather small and di�used. Also for this axis, a humpin the resistivity takes plae just below TC, as was reported earlier by Onukiet al. [22℄. It should be noted that the overall values of the resistivity alongthe b-axis for the sample onsidered here are onsiderably higher than thosereported by these authors, while another sample whih has been also mea-sured by us (not shown) behaved aording to the results of Ref. [22℄. Theorresponding �b/�a ratios at room temperature are 1.76 [22℄ and 3.65 [thiswork℄. At present it is di�ult to deide if this disrepany arises from a dif-ferent alignment of rystals or whether it is aused by faults in staking alongthe b-axis. The �(T ) dependene above TC in all the ases shows a negativeurvature harateristi for the �(T ) urves enountered for spin-�utuators.At low temperatures the resistivity follows up to about 8 K the Fermi liq-uid equation: �(T ) = �0+AT 2 for three prinipal diretions of orthorhombiUGe2 with the A values of about 0.01 �
m/K2 for j along the a-and -axes,while for the hard b-diretion this value is about 0.05 �
m/K2. These val-ues are of the same order of magnitudes as those reported in the literaturefor the polyrystalline samples [15℄ as well as for single rystals [10, 16℄.
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Fig. 3. Transverse magnetoresistivity (TMR) as a funtion of magneti �eld appliedalong three main rystallographi axes a, b and  at temperatures (a) 4.2 K and(b) 10 K. The solid lines for the a and  axes represent a simple ABn �t (n isdisplayed), while along the b axis a more omplex equation has to be used : ��=� =�a+ bB + B2.Fig. 3 displays the magnetoresistivity measured at 4.2 and 10 K for jdireted along three main axes a, b and  as a funtion of magneti �eldapplied always perpendiular to a given j diretion. As seen, the TMR islarge and positive emphasizing �rst of all the fat that the Fermi surfae(FS) e�et is important at low temperatures, espeially when the urrent isparallel to the hard b-axis for whih (��=�)b measured at B=8 T is equal to62 and 40% at 4.2 K and 10 K, respetively. Thus along this axis the largesteletron orbits have been found in the dHvA e�et measurements [24℄. Theleast-squares �ts to the TMR data along the a- and -axes at these twotemperatures show the expeted ABn behaviour with n � 1:5(1). However,due to the negative (��=�)b values persisting almost up to 2 T anotherequation has been used:(��=�)b = �a+ bB + B2: (1)Subsequently, the ratios of the MR magnitudes found at 8 T for j alongthe a-, b- and -diretions are almost the same at these two temperaturesamounting to about 1:4:2 whih gives a sale of the anisotropy in the mag-netotransport properties of UGe2. In general these data are in aordanewith the �rst measurements of Onuki et al. [27℄ at 0.5 K but only where jjjband Bjja and . In ontrast to our results obtained at 4.2 K, these authorslaimed a saturation behaviour at 0.5 K in higher �elds for the ases wherejjj or a and Bjja or , signalling the presene of open eletron orbits. This



414 R. Tro¢di�erene in the results may arise from the rapid hange of the Fermi sur-fae topology with temperature. This seems to be onsistent also with theTMR results of Oomi et al. [29℄ obtained for jjja and Bjjb at 4.2 K and 5 T.These authors present the (��=�)a vs. B urves also without any apparenttendeny to saturation.In Figs. 4a and 4b and their insets we display the eletrial resistivityand its temperature derivative as a funtion of temperature, respetively,where both these dependenes were estimated at B=0 and 8 T for two asesa) jjja, Bjjb and b) jjjb, Bjja. Espeially the temperature variations of theorresponding derivatives are di�erent. If for the former ondition Ti is nothanged in ontrast to TC, then for the seond ondition both these hara-teristi temperatures are markedly shifted to higher temperatures by about10 K. As we will see below, this behaviour is opposite to the temperature ofthe negative minimum at Tsf found in the (��=�)b vs. T urve whih at 8 Tis lower than Ti(� T �) determined at B=0 T. This may indiate that thereal harateristi temperature T � having been determined up to now fromthe maximum in the temperature derivative of the resistivity is not exatlythat whih we expet to be a rossover or a transition one.

Fig. 4. Eletrial resistivity as a funtion of temperature measured at B=0 and 8 Twith the urrent j along (a) easy axis a and (b) the hard axis b. The insets showthe temperature derivative of the resistivity against temperature.In Fig. 5(a) the �eld dependene of (��=�)a is demonstrated where Bjjb(the ase studied in Ref. [29℄). Like the situation whih we have analyzedabove, there is no a simple ABn behaviour, but more omplex one whihmay be desribed e.g. by Eq. (1) for two temperatures 4.2 and 10 K. Inturn, Fig. 5(b) presents a large di�erene in the MR behaviour when thetemperature (��=�)a dependenes are measured under magneti �elds B
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Fig. 5. Transverse magnetoresistivity measured as a funtion (a) of applied mag-neti �eld for jjja and Bjjb and (b) of temperature for jjja and Bjj as well as forjjja and Bjjb. The large losed irles and squares are the values taken at 8 T fromthe relevant ��=� vs. B dependenies measured at various temperatures.

Fig. 6. The TMR measured for the urrent jjjb and �eld Bjja where (a) ��=� istaken at various temperatures and in �elds up to 8 T and (b) ��=� is taken at aniso�eld of 8 T between 4.2 and 80 K (small open irles). Large �lled irles aredata taken at 8 T at various temperatures as shown in panel (a).direted either along the - or b-axes. For the latter ase both Tsf andTC are very well observed as a very broaded and a sharper negative peak,respetively.However, the most interesting ase is presented in Fig. 6, where (a) the�eld- and (b) the temperature-variations of (��=�)b are given. One an



416 R. Tro¢see very distintly from Fig. 6(a) that at about 15 K, where the hange inthe sight of MR takes plae (see Fig. 6(b)), and at temperatures somewhathigher, the (��=�)b vs. B variation shows the presene of some ompet-itive ontributions one positive and another one negative. The latter oneinreases with inreasing temperature showing a typial ferromagneti-liketendeny of MR to saturate. Subsequently, the urvature of this funtionat temperatures above 30 K beomes opposite, rather reminisent of thosefor Kondo-like or paramagneti-like variations of MR with the �eld, despitethe presene of ferromagneti order. Undoubtedly, the most intriguing re-sult is that the MR exhibits a value as high as �40% at Tsf and almost 0%at TC when the urrent is along the hard magnetization diretion and the�eld is applied along the easy magnetization diretion. This �nding pointsto the presene of strong magneti �utuations along this hard diretion atthe temperature just midway up to the Curie temperature, whih are beingfrozen out in an applying magneti �eld. Finally, Fig. 7 demonstrates theredued TMR measured for several magneti �elds as a funtion of temper-ature, keeping the same onditions as those presented in Fig. 6. It is learfrom this �gure that TMR measured at several temperatures in the on-stant magneti �eld of 1 T is negative for the entire range of temperaturesbetween 4.2�70 K. However, with inreasing magneti �eld the MR valuesat low temperatures inrease rapidly to large positive values as is expeted

Fig. 7. TMR measured in di�erent �elds as a funtion of temperature. The urvetaken at 8 T is the same as in Fig. 6.



Magneti Flutuations in the Ordered State of. . . 417from the ABn dependene, while near a temperature Tsf (= 25(2) K) a deepnegative minimum is formed with a very small shift to higher temperature,but simultaneously a negligible hange is observed at around TC.4. ConlusionsReently, we have disovered unusual temperature dependene of thetransverse magnetoresistivity of a polyrystalline sample of UGe2 [13℄. Atpresent we have extended these studies on single-rystalline samples of thisompound. So far suh studies for this reently disovered ferromagnetisuperondutor have been explored at very low temperature as 0.5 K [27℄.The TMR for UGe2 at low temperatures exhibits nearly quadrati �eld de-pendenies for the urrent direted along the three prinipal axes, but witha high anisotropy in their magnitudes.At ambient pressure the largest e�et in TMR was observed in the aseof the urrent j parallel to the hard magnetization diretion b, being si-multaneously the most elongated axis of the unit ell of UGe2, and withmagneti �eld applied along the easy a axis. This e�et amounting to about�40% appeared at T=26 K at 8 T whih is a half of the Curie temperaturevalue, while at TC itself the TMR is lose to zero. Thus this novel featureis probably assoiated with the appearane of strong magneti �utuationssignalling that the system is in lose proximity of a phase transition, whatprobably happens when applying external pressure. The onlusion of �u-tuations instead of a transition is also indiated by a broad exess-anomalyin the heat apaity existing around Tsf [12℄. These �utuations probablyoexist with magneti exitations in the ferromagneti order. It stronglysuggests that thus the low-energy �utuations assoiated with p�C ould playa signi�ant role in formation of SC in UGe2 under pressure.The distint anisotropy for the temperature dependenies of thermopowerS(T ) and thermal ondutivity �(T ) depending on the main rystallographidiretions has also been observed [30℄. In partiular for the ase of the for-mer dependene, S(T ) goes through a distint positive minimum below T �(Tmin=25(1) K) for the a and  diretions and a negative minimum at thesame temperature for the b diretion. For all three ases there was observeda rapid drop in S(T ) below TC.This work was supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti�Researh (KBN), projet No. 2PO3B 150 17. The author thanks Dr. J.St�pie«-Damm for X-ray measurements and D. Badurski and R. Gorzelniakfor their tehnial assistane in this work.
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